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New plasma regimes with high confinement, low core impurity accumulation and small Edge-
localized mode (ELMs) perturbations have been obtained close to ITER conditions in magnetically
confined plasmas from the Joint European torus (JET) tokamak. Such regimes are achieved by
means of optimized particle fuelling conditions which trigger a self-organize state with a strong
increase in rotation and ion temperature and a decrease of the edge density. An interplay between
core and edge plasma regions leads to reduced turbulence levels and outward impurity convection.
These results pave the way to an attractive alternative to the standard plasmas considered for fusion
energy generation in a tokamak with metallic wall environment such as the ones expected in ITER.

Introduction.−The construction of the tokamak ITER
[1] will clarify the possibilities of nuclear fusion of deu-
terium (D) and Tritium (T) by magnetically confined
plasmas as a reliable source of energy. ITER opera-
tion will combine a significant number of challenges such
as the simultaneously requirements of high stability and
confinement of plasmas. From present day experiments,
it is well known that confined plasmas lead to insta-
bilities of different nature, such as microturbulence or
MagnetoHydroDynamics (MHD) which are generated by
strong temperature and density gradients and that can
severely degrade the thermal confinement. Furthermore,
the presence of a metal wall, necessary to avoid tritium
retention, generates high Z impurities that can be trans-
ported to the plasma core by such gradients, polluting
the plasma and generating unacceptable levels of radi-
ated power which can damage the plasma confinement.

The preferred mode of operation in ITER, the H-mode
[2], exemplifies such difficulties. Whereas the confine-
ment is enhanced with respect other operation regimes
due to the build-up of the so called pedestal at the plasma
edge, i.e. a region where heat and particle transport is
almost suppressed, the strong gradient formed leads to
MHD instabilities called Edge Localized Modes (ELMs)
[3]. ELMs result in periodic, rapid expulsion of edge
plasma leading to strong heat and particle fluxes into the
plasma facing components which can be severely dam-

aged. Simultaneously, the experience in tokamaks with
metal walls show that ELMs are beneficial for preventing
impurity penetration in the plasma core as they regularly
flush the generated tungsten (W) from the plasma facing
components when their frequency is high enough [4] [5].
However, high frequency ELMs, usually obtained in con-
ditions of strong particle fuelling by gas puff, lead to ther-
mal energy confinement degradation [5]. On the other
hand, good thermal core energy confinement, usually ob-
tained in low frequency ELMs conditions, inherently lead
to core plasma contamination with high Z impurities in
the presence of a metal wall [6]. Therefore, finding a
plasma state with high thermal confinement in the pres-
ence of ELMs and a metal wall has become a challenge
in the magnetically confined fusion field which poses dif-
ficulties to the general concept of energy generation by
magnetically confined plasmas.

Several techniques have been put forward to mitigate
or even fully suppress ELMs while keeping good plasma
properties. Among others, the Quiescent H-mode (QH-
mode) [7] or the use of active ELM control techniques
such as externally applied magnetic perturbations [8].
However, the applicability of such techniques to ITER
has not been fully demonstrated yet in plasma conditions
close to the ones expected in ITER.

Another alternative proposed is the use of ELMs
regimes characterised by small pedestal perturbations,
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such as Type-III [3], grassy [9] or Type-II ELMs [10, 11],
however such regimes require particular plasma condi-
tions difficult to obtain in ITER [12] or lead to low ther-
mal energy confinement [13].

Until now, no adequate solution integrating good con-
finement, high neutron rate production, low heat fluxes
to the plasma facing components and impurity core con-
trol has been found in plasmas close to ITER conditions,
specially in the presence of a metallic wall. The results
presented in this Letter show for the first time that small
ELMs regimes are compatible with high core thermal en-
ergy confinement and fusion power at the Joint Euro-
pean Torus (JET)[15], which is the existing closest toka-
mak to ITER. Such plasmas rely on a virtuous regime
based on an interplay between density, particle fuelling,
rotation and plasma composition which generates at the
same time small ELMs, high core confinement and fu-
sion reactions and reduced or even suppressed core W
accumulation.

Experimental results.− Recent experiments in JET
have demonstrated new H-mode operating regimes with
simultaneous access to small ELMs and high thermal en-
ergy confinement, with high D-D fusion reactions and
low core high Z impurity accumulation. Such regimes
has been achieved using several techniques which rely on
the optimization of the D neutral gas particle fuelling by
either completely removing it or by partially replacing
it with pellet injection [16]. Further addition of small
Neon quantities has proven to be beneficial for ensuring
a stationary plasma for several energy confinement times.
In order to exemplify the type of plasmas obtained with
small ELMs, two discharges, #94442 and #96994 are
compared to a typical type-I ELM discharge, #97395, in
Figure 1. All these discharges share a common configura-
tion, also called baseline, with toroidal current, Ip=3MA,
toroidal magnetic field, Bt=2.8T, q95=3.2 and low trian-
gularity configuration, δ = 0.2. 3MW of Ion Cyclotron
Heating (ICRH) were applied to all the discharges in ad-
dition to the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating. The
pulses #97395 and #96994 have the same total input
power, 33 MW, however the particle source is provided
in a very different way. Whereas for the pulse #97395,
the deuterium source is provided with D gas puff, with
a total electron flux rate of Γe(D) = 2.8 × 1022s−1,
in the case of #96994 it has a mixture of D gas puff
at a reduced rate, Γe(D) = 1.2 × 1022s−1 and 2mm
D pacing pellets at frequency f=45Hz. Recent experi-
ments showing that good pedestal and core thermal en-
ergy confinement can be obtained in JET with neon in-
jection and small ELMs [17], motivated the addition of
neon quantities to the baseline plasmas discussed here.
The quantity of Ne injected, Γe(Ne) = 0.5 × 1022s−1,
is small compared to the one used in highly radiating
scenarios [18] and was limited by the fact that at high
Ne injection, the neutron rate can significantly decrease
[19]. Although the Greenwald fraction, Fgr, defined as

the ratio between the average electron density to the
Greenwald density nGW = 1020(m−3)Ip(MA)/πa2(m2)
with a the minor radius, is very similar for both dis-
charges, Fgr = 0.7, the differences in particle sources
lead to a remarkably different ELM behaviour as shown
in Figure 1. In the case of #97395, regular Type-I
ELMs at fELM=45Hz are obtained, with relative av-
eraged plasma energy change during individual ELMs
of ∆WMHD/WMHD = 2.2%. However, the discharge
#96994 has a compound ELM behaviour, characteristic
of JET baseline plasmas with low gas puffing and pel-
lets [20], with isolated large ELMs followed by long pe-
riods of faster and smaller ELMs, with frequencies up to
fELM=400Hz, resulting in a significant reduction of the
averaged energy ELM losses, ∆WMHD/WMHD = 0.8%,
as shown in Figure 1. In terms of performance, #96994
performs better as both the thermal stored energy and
neutron rate production are higher than the standard
Type-I ELMy H-mode (#97395). Furthermore, unlike
what usually happens in Type-I ELMs regimes, which
are prone to develop core W accumulation when the gas
puff applied is low and therefore the fELM obtained is low
[6], in the discharge #96994 the total core radiated power
remains steady with no symptoms of impurity accumu-
lation in the inner core. It is important to stress that, in
terms of global parameters, the discharge #96994 is close
to what it is expected for the baseline scenario in ITER
[21], H98(y, 2) = 1.05, βN = 2.1, q95 = 3.2, Fgr = 0.7 al-
though the collisionality at the pedestal is slightly higher,
ν∗e=0.4.

In order to evaluate the role of operating at low gas
fuelling in the simultaneous access to the good confine-
ment and small ELM in the discharge #96994, a further
reduction to zero gas injection has been performed in the
discharge #94442, heated with 17 MW of NBI power.
In this case, D gas is injected in the initial phase of the
discharge to control the entry to the H-mode, but it is
completely switched off at t=9s, as shown in Figure 1
and no additional particle source is added. This leads
to a phase with increased fELM (up to 600 Hz) and
very small ELM losses (with ∆WMHD/WMHD = 0.6%
and ∆WMHD < 50kJ), during which the electron den-
sity continuously decreases, reaching a stationary value
of Fgr = 0.3 at t=11.4s. At t=12s the gas puff is resumed
and the discharge recovers its high density. During the
phase where no gas in injected, the thermal energy con-
finement and neutron rate continuously increase, reach-
ing values close to the discharge #97395 which is heated
with more NBI power. The radiated power does not show
any transient behaviour and remains stable and compa-
rable to the phase with gas injection. No impurity accu-
mulation in the inner core is neither detected. Whereas
the density obtained in this pulse is much lower than the
ones expected in the ITER baseline scenario the pedestal
collisionality is actually very similar, ν∗e=0.1.

Such results indicate the key role of particle fuelling to
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FIG. 1: Time evolution summary of the type I-ELM discharge #97395 and small ELMs discharges #94442 and
#96994. H98(y, 2) is defined as the thermal energy with respect to the energy from the IPB98 scaling [14].

βN = βaBT /Ip[%] with β the ratio between magnetic and thermal pressure (left). ELM frequency, pedestal density
(ne,ped), total plasma energy WMHD and BeII line emission from the inner divertor for the discharges #97395,

#96994 and #94442 (right).

control the transition to small ELMs plasmas with high
confinement as for both discharges #96994 and #94442
the ELM behaviour looks quite similar regardless pel-
lets are injected or not. However, the pellets provide
enough fuelling in order to have a density compatible
with high neutron rate production. These results are rel-
evant for ITER as the main fuelling mechanism will be
pellets rather than gas puff, which is expected to poorly
penetrate the pedestal.

Confinement analyses.− A detailed confinement study
has been performed in order to clarify the physical mech-
anisms by which such plasmas with small ELMs regimes
lead to good energy confinement. Clear differences in
the electron and ion temperatures, electron density and
rotation profiles are already evident as shown in Figure
2. Notably, the ratio Ti/Te, including at the pedestal
top, and the toroidal rotation significantly increase for
the cases with small ELMs. This is accompanied by a
reduction of the density at the top of the pedestal. In
particular, for the discharges #96994 and #97395, at the
same power and therefore torque, the central density is
nearly identical, whereas the density at the pedestal is
lower by 25% and core rotation is 36% higher at ρ = 0.4
for the pulse #96994, where ρ is the normalized toroidal
flux. Such features show that momentum confinement is
also improved with small ELMs as it usually happens in
JET plasmas with low gas fuelling and pellet injection
[22]. This is a particularly important point for ITER as
the rotation profile for the discharge #97395 is close to
what can be expected in ITER [23].

Interestingly, the pedestal pressure remains nearly con-
stant at, Pped = 34kPa for #96994 and Pped = 36kPa
for #97395. Particularly striking are the differences in
the pedestal structure. Both the electron density and
temperature pedestals become wider and there is a sub-
stantial reduction in the edge density gradient as the
edge density decreases. Compared to #97395, where the
pedestal top is located at ρ = 0.94, for the discharges
with small ELMs the pedestal top is located at ρ = 0.90.
Such differences in the pedestal structure lead to a de-
crease of the pressure gradient within the pedestal region
for the discharges with small ELMs. Further analyses
have shown that the pedestal in small ELMs plasmas
are not limited by the Peeling-Ballooning modes which
are characteristic or type-I ELMs [24]. One key point of
the small ELMs plasmas is the strong density peaking,
which allows high core density at relatively low pedestal
density. In such conditions high fusion neutron rate is ob-
tained as it is generated in the inner plasma core. Unlike
previous JET results in high thermal confinement plas-
mas with type-I ELMs, which also lead to high density
peaking during the stationary phase [25], the small ELMs
plasmas analyzed in this letter do not show any kind
of stronger radiation pattern in the inner core plasma,
ρ < 0.3. This is clearly shown in the 2D radiation pro-
files from bolometric tomography reconstruction shown
in Figure 2. The impurity profiles, which are calculated
as explained in [26] and are consistent with data from
the multiple diagnostics across the whole plasma radius,
clearly demonstrate that the main impurity in the inner
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FIG. 2: Electron density (Ne) (a), Electron temperature (Te) (b), Ion temperature (Ti) (c) and plasma toroidal
rotation (Vtor) (d) for the discharges shown in Figure 1 at t=11.4 for #94442, t=12s for #97395 and t=12.5s for

#96994. Reconstructed bolometry radiated power 2D profile for the discharge #94442 (e) and #96994 (f).
Tungsten (nW ), Nickel (nNi) and Beryllium (nBe) density profiles for the discharges #94442 and #96994 (g).

Convective neoclassical pinch velocity (Vneo) for the discharges #94442 and #96994 including and excluding the
toroidal rotation in the NEO calculations (h)

core is Be whereas high Z impurities such as Ni and W
are either homogeneously distributed for the discharge
#94442 or even have a hollow profile for #96994 with
a maximum close to the pedestal as shown in Figure 2.
Maximum radiation at the pedestal region is common in
plasmas with low gas puff and pellets, however in the
case of #96994, with the extrinsic impurity Ne injected,
the radiation is redistributed towards a clear maximum
at the divertor which is beneficial to avoid strong radi-
ation in the plasma confinement region and yet, unlike
in highly radiating scenarios with Ne [18], the plasma
remains attached to the divertor.

Previous studies have shown that Tungsten is the main
cause for the loss of plasma confinement and eventually
radiation collapse in JET plasmas with high impurity
accumulation. The transport of W from the periphery
to the core plasma is mainly driven by collisional (neo-
classical) convection which in conditions of high density
peaking is usually strongly inward [6]. W transport is an-
alyzed in this Letter by studying the neoclassical trans-
port, in particular the convective part of the flux with the
gyrokinetic code NEO [27]. As shown for the discharges
#96994 and #94442 in Figure 2, the W pinch is broadly
positive (outward) for different plasma regions. Whereas
for the discharge #94442 the outward W pinch is high at
the pedestal top and significantly positive in the whole
region 0.2 < ρ < 0.9, for the discharge #96994 the out-
ward W pinch is very strong in the region 0.2 < ρ < 0.65,
coinciding with the lack of radiation. Of particular im-
portance is the role of rotation as it reverses the pinch
from negative to positive in spite of the fact that plasmas
2D asymmetries by means of centrifugal forces tend to

increase the inward W pinch [6]. Therefore, for the first
time at JET, it is shown that high confinement plasmas
can be inherently resilient to strong inner W accumula-
tion, as expected in ITER.

A detailed core transport analysis has been performed
by means of GENE code [28], which solves the gyroki-
netic equation, in order to evaluate the origin of the
high confinement with the small ELMs. The analysis
is focused at the radial location ρ = 0.8 as it is found
that the main differences between small ELMs and type-
I ELMs are mainly localised close to the pedestal. For
such analyses, the discharges #94900 and #94777, with
Ip=3MA, Bt=2.8T, q95 = 3.2 and low triangularity con-
figuration are used as they are a match in all the param-
eters except on the gas puff used, removed for #94900
(with small ELMs) and sustained for #94777 (with type-I
ELMs). For comparison, the pulse #96994 is also ana-
lyzed. The results of linear simulations are shown in Fig-
ure 3. The maximum growth rate for the pulse #94777,
γ94777max = 10ms−1, is higher by 10% than the one for
#94900, γ94900max = 9ms−1, whereas in both cases the lin-
ear spectra show that the dominant instability is the Ion
Temperature Gradient (ITG) [29], mainly driven by the
steep thermal ion temperature gradient. Electron Tem-
perature Gradient (ETG) modes [30], are also identified
at smaller spatial scales. The difference in growth rate
is stronger when the impurities located at such radial lo-
cation, Be, Ni and W are taken into account. For γ94777max

the reduction is very weak when the impurity concentra-
tion is included, however in the case of γ94900max is reduced
by 50%. This shows that the edge located impurities,
blocked by the neoclassical transport, have a beneficial
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effect on reducing transport driven by turbulence. In
the case of the pulse #96994, the trend is similar to the
pulse #94900, with γ96994max = 10ms−1 which is also sig-
nificantly reduced when including impurities as shown in
Figure 3. As found in highly radiating scenarios, the Ne
injected also contributes to the ITG stabilization through
dilution [18]. Additionally, a linear simulation has been
performed for the pulses #94900 and #96994 by artifi-
cially decreasing the experimental value of Ti/Te to 1.00
as shown in Figure 3. The effect on γmax is massive in
both cases, with an increase of 50% for #94900 and 40%
for #96994. This feature points out to the important
role of the pedestal as a source of core improved con-
finement since, unlike for the pulse #94777, for which
Ti/Te = 1.00 at ρ = 0.9, Ti/Te = 1.69 for the pulse
#94900 and Ti/Te = 1.50 for the pulse #94900. Non-
linear simulations have also been performed in order to
analyze the impact of the E×B shearing, which is known
to reduce heat transport by ITG [31] specially in condi-
tions of low gas injected [22]. As shown in Figure 3, the
strong effect of E×B leads to a reduction of the deu-
terium diffusivities by three to four times. Such effect, in
addition to the localized edge impurities (including Ne)
and the high Ti/Te ratio starting at the pedestal, can ex-
plain the good confinement obtained in the small ELMs
plasmas.

Discussion and conclusions.− The results discussed in
this Letter show that an optimum self-organized plasma
state is obtained at JET, in the presence of a metallic
wall, by controlling the particle fuelling conditions. The
reduction and tailoring of the injected gas puff leads to
the onset of small ELMs which in turn trigger hollow
impurity profiles and increased rotation and its shear.
In such conditions, edge turbulent transport is reduced
and the direction of the impurity convection is outward.
Whereas the highest performance is obtained when the
gas puff is fully removed and the electron density strongly
drops, stationary ITER relevant plasmas are only ob-
tained when the gas puff is partially replaced by pacing D
pellets. In such conditions, and compared to type-I ELMs
baseline plasmas, the ion temperature and the toroidal
rotation significantly increases in the whole plasma ra-
dius, the pedestal density drops and the inner core den-
sity remains unchanged. This is particularly important
for ITER, for which extrapolated rotation values based
on type-I ELMs plasmas fuelled with gas puff maybe be
too pessimistic [23]. The fact that the neutron rate in-
creases during the small ELMs regime indicates that such
conditions are adequate for fusion power generation in
metallic wall devices. Therefore, these results open up
the possibility that magnetically confined plasmas self-
organize in the direction required for optimum fusion
power generation meanwhile strong heat fluxes to the
plasma facing components are avoided.
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